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Important notices 

Disclaimer: This draft research report is a collection of evidence from railway stakeholders and 
independent desk research. FTE does not take any responsibility for the correctness and ac-
curacy of the input provided by the stakeholders, especially in the conducted interviews. This 
document also does not represent an officially endorsed document by FTE statutory bodies, 
same as the indicated suggestions do not represent the opinion of all FTE members. 
 
Acknowledgement: The FTE community would like to express many thanks to all volunteers 
from the Railway Undertakings, Infrastructure Managers, Rail Freight Corridors and Service 
Facility Operators for their contribution and ongoing cooperation in the research. 

Management summary 

Service Facilities (SF) are currently not well integrated and aligned with the rail capacity man-
agement processes and thus pose many challenges that have far not been sufficiently tackled 
by the railway sector, with most of the consequences of inaction falling on Railway Undertak-
ings (RUs). This has been recognised by EC and reflected in the proposed new Regulation 
443 on the Use of Rail Infrastructure in 2023. The FTE members initiated research to map the 
gaps and best practices, to support the sectoral standardisation which reflects the market 
needs. This document is a draft report from this research (research to be continued) with a 
focus on storage sidings (hereafter sidings). The report highlights namely:  

• Issue to exactly define what is a parking and a siding (e.g. station run-through track?), 

• Missing involvement of RUs needs in the long-term sidings’ availability and capacity, 

•  Ensuring that information about the sidings and their occupancy is up-to-date is es-
sential. Outdated or incomplete data leads to inefficient informal communication via 
phones and emails for IMs and RUs. Therefore, digitalisation, effective IT tools, and 
the obligation to keep data updated are necessary. 

• Missing link between TCRs on lines and sidings (incl. TCR in sidings), with coordination 
and sometimes even extra charges left on RUs´ shoulders, 

• Not all sidings operators can fulfil the same obligations, especially the small ones, 

• Missing alignment between rail path and sidings allocation, an untransparent black-box 
process during the allocation which would need higher transparency, good coordination 
in case of conflicts and allocation principles of last resort, preferably not auctions. 

• The fact that the siding is allocated (or leased) should not be a blocking point to request 
it. The best practice is that the IM or SF checks with the leaseholder if the siding would 
really be occupied at the requested time or can be sub-leased. 
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• Sidings should also be included in the multi-annual instruments (Framework Agree-
ments and Rolling Planning) 
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1. Aim and scope of the research 

In the beginning of 2023, the FTE Working Groups Passenger and Freight encouraged the 
research on the service facilities, since their coordination and integration into the capacity 
management processes is needed for the future in order to increase the quality of rail services 
and their competitiveness. Service Facilities (hereafter SF) are certainly inseparable elements 
from the production planning and rail transport operation. 
 
The topic of SF is a very complex one and desires long-lasting research, followed by a higher 
EU-wise standardisation based on the detected best practices. Higher integration of SF into 
the capacity management is prescribed in the proposed EU Regulation 443 on the Use of 
Railway Capacity. Nevertheless, the level of detail in the regulation is very low, leaving high 
freedom to the sector to define its own standards. This FTE research aims to contribute to the 
envisaged standard definition by analysing SF from different angles, detecting market needs 
and providing suggestions. 
 
The first published version of the report (v0.4), is based on the desk-research and several 
semi-structured interviews conducted with railway stakeholders. Due to the topic's complexity, 
only a selected sample of RUs were interviewed, the majority of those RUs had licences in 
Italy, Slovenia or Germany. Furthermore, we limited the scope of this report only to storage 
sidings, although freight terminals were also investigated. Both are considered by stakeholders 
as the highest priority. Once the resources are available, the terminal report will be published, 
and we aim to extend the research to other SF types. You can track updates on the research 
development on the FTE dedicated page: https://www.forumtraineurope.eu/services/capacity-
activities/service-facilities  
 
 

2. Types of service facilities 

There are numerous types of service facilities (note also alternative term rail-connected facili-
ties), each with its own relevance for passenger and or freight undertakings. Below are listed 
some of the most important service facilities as defined by the European Union in the Single 
European Railway Area (SERA) Directive: 

 

https://www.forumtraineurope.eu/services/capacity-activities/service-facilities
https://www.forumtraineurope.eu/services/capacity-activities/service-facilities
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Note that this report focuses solely on storage sidings for both passenger and freight trains. 

3. Research report on storage sidings 

3.1. Definitions and stakeholder relations 

3.1.1.  Definitions of sidings 

The major facility of storage sidings is a track to park a train or carriage. 
 
However, in practice, storage sidings, are used in different ways, as trains can be parked either 
on dedicated sidings or on station platforms. In addition, the same tracks are sometimes used 
for other activities, such as loading and unloading for freight transport. Because of this diversity 
of use, the interpretation of what exactly entails a siding differs across countries and actors, 
which could trouble the understanding of the concept. Storage sidings are not part of the min-
imum access package, the IM is not obliged to offer them with rail paths, however, they signif-
icantly influence the planning of rail transport. 
 
IMs define sidings differently and according to different parameters, as shown below: 

Definition of sidings based on time of parking 

Austria After 24h is payable, and after 72h the charge increases. 

Italy Considered as parking in case the train stop is more than 60 minutes for pas-
sengers and 120 minutes for freight trains. The shunting service needed is not 
included in the payable time. 

Romania The first 6 hours of parking are not charged. There are two types of parking, 
short-term (charged by hour) max 24 hours, and long-term (cheaper) to be re-
confirmed every 30 calendar days. 

Hungary Parking is charged after an amount of time that is equal to the limit of delay 
that a train can make without losing the right to the rail path (24 hours).  

 
 

Definition of sidings based on location 

Slovenia The parking is performed in the proper siding but for shorter stops (4/5 h) it is 
also common to park alongside the platform. If the train does not influence the 
running traffic, parking at the platform is allowed. 

Germany RUs must order each track for sidings for stops over 1h. Dispatch tracks can 
be used up to 12h for free in the run-up or post-treatment of a train journey. 
Standard parking sidings are chargeable in a standard way. 

 
 
The definition of storage siding used in this research is the following: storage sidings are used 
for stable rail vehicles (motive power, wagons, and carriages) which are not in use. The vehi-
cles may be single or formed up to make a train. In addition, auxiliary service can be mandatory 
to undertake the parking. For example, a train stopped at a siding due to traffic on the network 
is not considered a siding according to the official definition used in this research because the 
rolling stock is still in use. 
 
Hereafter the word storage siding is shortened to siding. 
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3.1.2. Definition of parking 

Parking a train is considered a siding service if the train is parked for RU’s commercial needs 
(not for IM’s) and does not have a rail path assigned. For instance, to use siding, RUs need a 
rail path to arrive on the track and another to depart afterwards. For this reason, it is not a 
parking when the stop is due to circulation delays (for traffic management orders or prolonged 
stops at platforms). 
 
IMs have difficulties defining, and consequently charge correctly, the usage of sidings. This 
was confirmed during the interviews since also interviewees had problems clearly defining a 
parking in a siding, including from which period it is considered a real storage of the rolling 
stock (e.g., 1h in Germany, but 72h in Denmark).   
 

3.1.3. Usage of sidings and involved actors 

 
Usage of sidings: Sidings are used by both passenger and freight RUs: 
1. In passenger transport, sidings are usually required during the night or when a train is not 

in service. By doing so, sidings provide a safe and secure location for the rolling stock 
when not in use and they reduce the amount of congestion on the mainline tracks.  

2. In freight transport, sidings are used less frequently, as they are perceived as a financial 
loss for RU’s operations. Freight RUs could use storage sidings, but they strive to limit 
their usage. One of the typical cases where sidings are used in freight transport is, for 
instance, the case of a mismatch of rail path and shunting/terminal operations. In that 
case, the train will be parked in the sidings to wait for the available terminal slot. Therefore, 
freight RUs tend to request sidings only if forced by unforeseen and operational issues. 

 
 
Actors arranging storage sidings: the siding planning and allocation process include: 

• The service facility (SF) owner 

• The applicant - The RU is the applicant for sidings. It moves the locomotive and car-
riages to the designed siding to park the rolling stock. 

• The technological company1 (only in Slovenia) - In some cases for passenger transport, 
another company plans and requests access to sidings. This is called a "technological 
company" and is part of the same holding group as the passenger RU. This company 
receives the TT issued by the RU for business purposes and organises the need for 
sidings, traction, maintenance, and technical assistance accordingly. 

3.2. Long-term planning 

3.2.1. Ownership  

Sidings’ ownership is mostly monopolistic since the owner of this SF is most times the main 
national IM. This makes the development and management of sidings centralised, which re-
duces competition and creates standardisations. However, in some countries, some sidings 
are owned by RUs. If owned by RUs, the sidings are used for the long-term stabling of rolling 
stock, while for short-term stabling the IMs´ sidings are used. 

 
1 In Slovenia, a third actor called the 'technological company' oversees planning and requesting storage 
sidings according to the TT provided by the RU. For passenger RUs, the request for storage sidings can 
be submitted alongside the rail path or later during the year. Several tasks related to SFs are signed in 
a document between applicant and SFO (called “Technological process”), this includes for instance 
prerequisite for self-supply.  
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The IMs must provide sidings to all RUs that need them for transport. However, several RUs 
stated that numerous IMs discourage the use of national infrastructure to park rolling stocks. 
IMs do it because it is unprofitable in their perspective. As stated by one freight RU, "the res-
ervation of a parking track, throughout one year for RU’s commercial needs, is constantly less 
possible". This is a long-term European trend, where IMs under economic optimisation are 
removing sidings, which negatively affects the variety of production concepts possible on the 
RU side.  
 
Building of new sidings is rather rare in Europe, and it is mostly connected with the construction 
of new freight terminals, or new passenger infrastructure developments.  
 

3.2.2. Auxiliary services in sidings 

Next to parking, sidings can be used for carrying out various activities which sometimes are 
mandatory to undertake parking. They are called auxiliary services, such as light maintenance, 
cleaning, energy supply, and inspection of the interior parts of the rolling stock. Some findings 
are included below; however, auxiliary services same as other types of service facilities should 
be further investigated in future research. 
 
We may report only that more passenger RUs stated that they face significant challenges with 
the availability of auxiliary services. RUs are facing difficulties since IMs tend to remove auxil-
iary services (as well as sidings as a whole), as they are not profitable. Removal of these 
services is not always communicated correctly, which hampers the planning of RUs.  
 

3.2.3. Stakeholders' involvement in the IM long-term planning 

In almost all the interviews, the lack of round table discussions between the RUs and IMs 
regarding long-term planning (such as the removal of existing sidings) was put forward by the 
stakeholders. RUs and IMs only discuss this planning in the case of major works when sidings 
availability is affected. However, they are not always transparent or formalised correctly. 
 
 

When long-term planning occurs 

Austria An RU is contacted by the IM about the possible removal of a siding and is asked 
whether access to this siding is still necessary. This process is, however, not 
transparent because: 

• The bilateral dialogue with the IM is positive and can take place, but it is not 
clear if all RUs receive the initial information.  

• The RU is unsure about the influence they have on blocking the concerned 
removal in the case they do use it. 

A dialogue between the parties is initiated after this contact. 

Italy2  There are technical listening tables organised by the IM to gather inputs from rail 
stakeholders (not only about SFs). They take place each year between April and 
May. RUs can make proposals to improve the effectiveness of the infrastructure, 
with a time horizon of several years. RUs have asked for more sidings in 2018/19, 
especially for dangerous goods. 
 
If the IM wants to remove a siding, it must: 

 
2 This process applies to all rail SFs, not only storage sidings. 
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1. Prove that the siding has not been used in the past 5 years. 
2. Publicly announce the plan for the removal of sidings. 
3. The siding is removed if no RU protests the plan. 

However, one freight RU stated that there are examples where the IM has inten-
tionally hindered the efficiency of a SF, to discourage RUs from using it, which 
allowed the IM to remove it and convert the place to more profitable activities 
(such as housing). 

 

3.2.4.  Sidings and TCR planning 

Temporary Capacity Restrictions (TCRs) on the railway tracks affect the production concepts. 
For short-term maintenance windows and TCRs, the trains have to be temporarily parked until 
the end of TCRs, and this requires the availability of sidings. During the long-term planned 
TCRs, the production concepts of passenger RUs are affected and this requires storage sid-
ings available on both sides of the TCR.  
 
Few RUs reported that generally compared to TCRs on the lines, the TCRs on SF are often 
communicated later, and not within the deadlines of Annex VII.3  
 
 

TCRs and SFs 

Germany TCRs, including those in SF are presented at regional KiG-Bau (Kundeninfor-
mation Großbaumaßnahmen). They are twice per year and RUs can provide 
input. 

• Kig-Bau 1: X-10: for TCRs from December to March 

• Kig-Bau 2: X-8 for TCRs from April to December 

• X-5 final publication, and monthly updates starting from X-3 
 
 
 
Discussing TCRs on lines and in SF simultaneously is considered as a good 
practice. 
 
IT tool BAPSI can be used to browse SF TCR, minor and late SF TCRs are 
announced via email: Track ID, location, type of closure, period of impact, note, 
and contact person for the information (see Figure 1 Annex 6.4). 
 
Path modifications due to TCRs in SF are charged to RUs with no refund from 
IMs (negative experience).  
 
Sidings booking modifications via IT due to TCR on lines are also charged to 
RUs, thus, in such situations, RUs opt to request modifications via emails. How-
ever, this is inefficient, a reply is often late (even a few days before the transport), 
which is a problem for the connecting path the RU must request afterwards (neg-
ative experience). 

Austria In Austria there is no formal process for the allocation of sidings, so TCRs can 
hinder the real RUs’ access to sidings. For this reason, if TCRs make a siding 
unavailable, the RU has no right to claim it and must replan the transport. From 
RU’s perspective, this is perceived as a significant source of uncertainty. 

 
3 Commission Delegated Decision (EU) 2017/2075 
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The mutual influence between siding capacity and TCRs planning of IMs could be analysed 
more deeply in future research. 

3.3. Allocation of rail paths and sidings 

3.3.1.  Categorisation of sidings 

There are thousands of SF owners in Europe, some of them owning only a few tracks. In case 
the requirements for all of them are too high and bureaucratical, there is a high risk that they 
would provide outdated information (with no value) or opt for closing/removal of the sidings 
rather than fulfilling the obligations.4 On the other hand, too low scope can undermine rail 
competitiveness. The FTE Working Groups Freight and Passenger recommend the following 
categorisation for SF (including sidings). 
 
 

Ownership Category Provides indicative info 
on available capacity 

Cooperates on the offering 
of train path 

IM-owned All IM SF Yes Yes 

Non-IM 
owned 

Large size SF Yes Yes 

Middle size SF Yes No 

Small size SF No No 

 
The threshold of how to differentiate the category of the non-IM SF is suggested not to be 
regulated by any EU legal instrument but left to a sector standard, e.g. decided by the Euro-
pean Network of Regulatory Bodies. One of the proposals was to use the long-term statistics 
of usage on a standard day, having a threshold of 5 (middle) and 15 (large) trains per day. 
 
Moreover, all SF should provide up-to-date siding descriptions, this information does not 
change often in time. 
 

3.3.2. Sidings description and information for RU planning 

A document published in 2023 by the Independent Regulators’ Group (IRG-Rail) has set guide-
lines for the service facility description: 

• SF operators (SFO) should also note that infrastructure managers, members of 
RailNetEurope (RNE), have developed and published a template for SF description, 
which is now well spread across countries. 

• Applicants, especially if working in international rail services, may also find SF descrip-
tion useful as they seek to clarify and underline what information can be expected from 
SFOs. 

• The level of detail provided should allow any potential customer to make, by itself, a 
preliminary assessment of the compatibility of the facility regarding common needs, 
without contacting the SF. Minimum information should include track number and 
length, electrification systems, platform dimensions, key maintenance installations, wa-
ter or heating supply, compatible rolling stock type, maximum train length, gauge, 
weight and axle load etc. 

• SF description should set out all the information the SFO needs from an applicant to 
draw an offer. They should indicate the tool for submitting an access request, the min-
imum content and the format of that request or include a template for such a request. 

 
4 This issue was reported for instance for Poland. 
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• It sets that SFs must publish the SF description on their website or a "common portal" 
(e.g. Rail Facilities Portal). In both cases, the link must be shared with the relevant IM 
to be included in the NS. 

• The SF should consult with neighbouring SFs whenever interdependencies exist that 
need to be addressed in the SFD. In these cases, SFs are encouraged to make avail-
able mutual links to the relevant conditions in the respective SFDs.  

 
Currently, the major international IT tool regarding SFs is Rail Facility Portal. The website aims 
to provide a central point of reference for seamless access to essential information related to 
SFs across Europe. However, as stated by several rail stakeholders the portal has so far failed 
its scope: 

• Lacking comprehensive information, cells are often devoid of content. 

• Not all SFs in Europe are included, there are countries with no information at all. 

• Lack of trust in applicants, a planner would never base its analysis only on the infor-
mation displayed on the website, as they are perceived as not reliable. 

 
The IT tool itself is not the cause of failure but perhaps the reliability, completeness, and up-
dating of information (data) inserted by users. 
 
As an alternative, the description of the IMs´ owned SF, are usually provided by the IM on its 
website in the form of a PDF or Excel file, which naturally requires more manual work to find 
the demanded information (example below from SBB I, showing the map and info about sid-
ings).  
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Same as for the RNE Rail Facility Portal, some RUs reported that in certain countries to be on 
the safe side (especially if it is of high importance for production concept) is better to contact 
the SFO directly to check the correctness of the information. One striking example of this prob-
lem was illustrated during an interview: 
 

A RU planned to extend a commercial service to a new station and checked on the IM web-
site for the presence of an energy supply in the suitable siding. After completing the planning 
and submitting the official rail path and siding requests, the IM stated to the RU that the 
energy supply equipment was not available anymore, as it was removed several years be-
fore but the website was not updated yet. This was a considerable waste of RU resources 
and resulted in scepticism towards the IM (website). 

 
 
Only RUs in some countries can plan their transport with access to sidings occupation: 
 

Information about siding occupation 

Romania In Romania, the IM offers an IT system in which the RUs can check the reg-
ularly updated availability of sidings. This website is open-access (not only 
for RUs) and in English. However, this process is not perfect since RU prefers 
to call the IM to check the correctness of the information (which might have 
changed since the last update), due to the lack of full trust in the IT tool (un-
clear how fast / often is updated). 

Switzerland Allocation Body TVS publishes on its website an Excel file showing the long-
term bookings of RUs for open loading sidings. 

Germany RUs can request siding via the APN IT tool (see Figures 4-7 in Annex 6.4). 
The tool shows the live overview of each single track to be booked. If a siding 
is available, the request can be made. If it is occupied, the request could still 
be placed, then the IM investigate with the owner of that capacity (another 
RU) and ask for possible secondary use for that capacity. 

 
 
Moreover, the RUs’ siding planning is influenced by the possibility of leasing a track for RUs’ 
needs, since is not possible in all countries. For instance: 

Leasing of tracks for siding 

Italy RUs cannot lease a track: new requests must be submitted every time an 
RU needs to park a rolling stock. 

Slovenia 
Switzerland 

RUs can lease a track: the arrangement enables the RU to hold up the right 
to the track for a specific period. 

Germany RUs can lease a track and even multi-annual contracts are possible: a max-
imum of 5 years (discount of 10%). However, in the case of SFs with critical 
capacity (conflicts in request from RUs) the reservation for more years is not 
permitted.  

3.3.3.  Requests and allocation of sidings in annual timetable 

When sidings are requested, passenger and freight RUs have different methods and sched-
ules for requesting the use of sidings. 

• Passenger RUs request sidings for parking trains overnight or when not in service, this 
is part of their overall planned production concept and thus most of the requests are 
submitted in ATT. 
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• Freight RUs request siding for unforeseen events and mainly in ad-hoc, not in the an-
nual timetable, with some exceptions (see below). 

 
From the perspective of freight RUs, using sidings is a financial loss. Consequently, they seek 
to limit their requests to sidings. Yet, in the following situations, they do request sidings: 

• The terminal slot is not available at the arrival of the freight train (e.g. due to delay). 
The train is moved to the siding to be parked. The RU is responsible for submitting a 
request for siding, even if it is because of freight terminal unavailability. 

• Terminals are closed (e.g. during weekends). RUs must park wagons in sidings until 
the opening of the terminal. 

• An RU arrives at the final station to transfer rolling stock to another RU on the same 
track. Parking of the carriages takes place at a station track. 

• Carriages are parked in sidings, to be used as backup for specific traffic planning or to 
prevent possible delays. 

• Some specific market segments like wagonload use sidings as part of their network 
concept – in this case allocation in the annual timetable is preferred to safeguard the 
concept cost model. 

 
 
National differences: During the interviews, it emerged that differences in the allocation pro-
cesses of sidings occur across different countries. 
 

Allocation alignment & dependency 

Italy Allocation of rail paths and sidings happens simultaneously. RU requests sidings 
in ATT, including the mandatory services (length of track, auxiliary services etc.). 
 
The capacity availability of sidings influences the rail path allocation by the IM 
since the RU provides all information about sidings (location, length of track) 
alongside the rail path request.  
 

Slovenia The train paths are allocated independently of the sidings. RUs are responsible 
for checking the alignment of rail paths with sidings before the official requests 
(whether RU-owned or IM-owned).  
 
The capacity availability of storage sidings does not influence the rail path allo-
cation. In passenger traffic, it is the responsibility of the technological company 
or the RU to verify the alignment between those. 

Czech 
Republic 

The train paths are allocated independently and earlier than the sidings. 
Rail path allocation happens one month before the beginning of TT (X-1). There-
fore, the IM accepts siding requests only in X-3 when a draft of assigned rail 
paths in ATT is available. The siding request is in a separate system, without 
any connection to the rail path request system. 

Germany The train paths are allocated independently and earlier than the sidings. 
 
The request for capacity in SFs between 1 July and 15 August (X-5 to X-3.5), 
during the ATT consultation and post-processing phases, namely: 

• Beginning of July, RU provides needs for sidings and informal meetings. 

• Mid-July to mid-August, RUs request sidings in IT tool APN. RUs do have 
an overview (including TCR) of sidings but do not see who also requests 
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the same SF. If the request does not fit, there is a coordination procedure 
at the end of August. 

• After the eventual coordination procedure, the offer for sidings is only 
around mid-October. 

(Figures 2-3 in Annex 6.4) 
 
Feasibility studies are possible to be requested (by X-12) including siding needs. 
The answer is at X-11, but the study does not result in an allocation, and the RU 
does not know if it is the only one who has an interest in the siding. 

 
Especially for RUs operating international trains, influence on and adequate allocation of siding 
requests is of great importance. International trains are less flexible, as time shifts in the allo-
cation of sidings could be cumbersome for harmonisation with train paths in other countries. 
 
It is common practice that railway stakeholders engage in exchanges that are not formally 
documented or processes are not transparent for all actors in the field.  

Informal exchange and lack of transparency 

Italy RUs perceive siding allocation as a ’black-box process’ because: 

• RU has no preliminary formal availability assessment for the request. 

• RU does not influence the allocation of sidings. 

• RU provides all information regarding sidings5 (e.g. location, length of 
track, need for auxiliary services etc.) and acquires a rail path that is 
compatible with sidings. However, it could be several kilometres away 
from the originally planned location. 

To obtain more insight into the allocation process, three freight RUs stated that 
they unofficially (even with a phone call) check the sidings’ availability with the 
IM before the official request. 
 
Another problem reported is the lack of a formal legal guarantee to use the 
sidings (friendly agreement), the IM can anytime withdraw the allocation. It is 
also not possible to include sidings into the Framework Agreement, an instru-
ment used quite often in Italy. 

Slovenia Especially with international trains, where the coaches’ cycle is critical, RUs 
informally discuss the availability of siding requests with the head of the station, 
before rail path requests. 

Austria RUs perceive a lack of transparency in numerous cases: 
• Track capacity: RU agrees unofficially on track capacity in advance (measured 
in track-km), yet this capacity is not officially guaranteed. 
• Charge of track-km used: RU must prove whether they used requested sidings 
or not. However, it is unclear if the final charge is consistent with the actual use. 
• Absence of reservation system: RUs rely on the goodwill of the IM. RUs may 
thus have back luck if TCR happens, or IM allocates the siding for other pur-
poses. 

 

3.3.4. Requests and allocation of sidings in ad-hoc 

A large share of freight requests for sidings are handled in ad-hoc during the running timetable 
(see the reasons in the chapter about the annual timetable). Passenger RUs request short-

 
5 The siding request is performed through the facility commitment section, in Italian “Impegno Impianto”. 
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term parking in case of special trains or TCRs because RUs cannot use all the sidings that are 
usually available. 
 
When it comes to short-term requests for sidings that are arranged during the operation, RUs 
reported that these ad-hoc allocations are not always formalised and can be the result of a 
phone or email communication with the responsible IM staff.  
 

National examples of ad-hoc sidings processes 

Romania 1. RU submits the request to IM (special path request is not needed) 
2. After verbal approval, RU has acquired the right to use the parking. 
3. Once parked, RU must fill out a document including information on the 

number of carriages, date, name of RU, name of the station, and minimal 
parking time. 

4. During parking, RU must inform the IM through an official paper every 30 
days if they continue the parking or not. In case of non-acceptance of part-
ner RUs abroad, the RU informs the IM of the parking only after that the 
train is parked in the siding. 

Germany Possible to request until 73 hours before transport. 

Italy Possible to request between 4 days and 3 hours prior to the parking via the IT 
system (PIC IF). The information about sidings occupation is not available, can 
be checked via phone or email. If the request for sidings is due to RU need and 
the IM rejects the request, there is no alternative provided. If the request is due 
to the IM (e.g. emergency stop, disruptions on the network), the IM prepares 
solutions and alternatives, however, these stops are sometimes too short for 
RU needs. 

 
 

3.3.5. Allocation principles in case of conflicts 

In the desk research, we observed the following priority criteria are usually used in SFs: 

• the primary purpose of the track or installation (for example parking, loading, etc.), 

• the “first come, first served” principle, 

• already allocated capacity in neighbouring service facilities, 

• efficiency of use, 

• biding,  

• urgency (emergency) of e.g. repairs, 

• longer trains before shorter trains, 

• socio-economic benefits, using a common/recognized methodology, such as national 
conventions.  

 
 

National examples of allocation rules 

Germany In the annual timetable: The allocation of sidings is a transparent and formal 
process, but quite time-consuming. 
 
Coordination procedure  

1. If a conflict in the allocation of capacity arises, there is a first meeting 

with IM and conflicting RUs. It is a consultation about alternatives 

(other tracks, different locations), link order with real usage (=higher 

priority) 
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2. If a second round is needed, it is under the supervision of RB, and 

RU must prove good arguments for the use of sidings (and overrun 

of the train is not enough and priority criteria are essential).  

3. If this is not successful, priority criteria are applied.  

Priority criteria: 

1. Siding booking as a necessary consequence of a rail path agreed 
upon in the first phase of the ATT. I.e., to applicants who have a rail 
path requested in on-time ATT. Applicants should demonstrate that 
the capacity in SFs is a direct consequence of the contracted path. 6 

2. Applicants with a valid Framework Agreement. 
3. Applicants who have no available viable alternatives. 
4. Auction: the highest bid takes the SF capacity (very rare and RUs do 

maximum to avoid it). 
 

In ad-hoc, the IM uses a first-come-first-served principle. However, there are 
some capacity tracks ("Kapazitätsgleise" or so-called "AnDi tracks"),7 which 
have a facility coordinator. The following sequence applies to the disposition 
of ad-hoc traffic use (priority) by the facility dispatcher: 

1. Allocated tracks which are free (not contracted)  
2. Uses in capacity tracks, provided that the track is free. 
3. Tracks that are contractually allocated to someone (main user), but 

not used at that moment, so another applicant can temporarily use 
them, but under the condition that this is coordinated with the main 
user. 

4. Allocate usage to the disposition tracks (tracks that are used only for 
short-term parking, up to 12 hours). 

5. Allocate usage to the AnDi tracks (tracks available only via the AnDi 
interface). 

Czech  
Republic 

In the annual timetable: the RU that has a connected path is the one that 
gets the siding allocated. If both RUs have paths, then the RU that requests 
longer parking time gets access.  
In ad-hoc, the IM uses a first-come-first-served principle. 

Italy In the annual timetable:  
1. Conclusion of a Framework Agreement. 
2. Priority service of the requested asset. 
3. Priority criteria of the train paths related to the service. 
4. Maximisation of asset use. 
In ad-hoc: first-come-first-served principle. 

Switzerland In the annual timetable:  
If no mutually agreed solution can be reached in the conflict resolution 
round, TVS (AB) will group the stationary periods on the siding in the time 
window affected by such conflicts into 15-minute units based on the train 
path application. 

 
6 In Germany and Sweden there are some terminals or loading tracks that may be used for parking but 
only if there is no need for loading; in that case the main function must be listed transparently in the SF 
description (Independent Regulators’ Group – Rail , 2023).  
7 These are sidings and marshalling yards of 6 Service Facilties in Germany. As of 2023: Aachen west, 
Duisburg- Ruhrort Hafen (port), Koln-Eifeltor, Koln-Kalk nord, Oberhausen West, and Passau Main Sta-
tion  
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If it is not possible to resolve all the conflicts within a group, the TVS will 
conduct a bidding process, no stationary periods will be allocated to unsuc-
cessful applicants. The winner will pay a maximum of CHF 1,000 more than 
the second-highest bid. The bid price must also be paid even if the additional 
service allocated as a result of the bidding process is not taken up or is 
subsequently cancelled. 

 
Concerned RUs stated that an auction (bidding) system is considered to be a bad practice. 
Firstly, the RUs running multi-annual concepts have already fixed revenues/compensations 
and bidding leads to unexpected extra costs that reduce the profit or make the service not 
profitable. Secondly, the system only increases the revenues for the IM for the residual and 
decreases the number of available sidings. The aim should be to incentivise their expansion 
in case they become bottlenecks. One RU stated that the auction system may stay active, but 
only in case that repetitive auctions will result in a sidings expansion program to remove the 
bottleneck. One RU suggested as a solution that the IMs shall offer for losers an alternative 
siding, and if this means a longer route, the original track access charge is payable, by this 
approach the IM will get an economic incentive to keep sufficient sidings on places where the 
market needs them. 
 
FTE Working Groups also commented on the usage of priority criteria based on request data, 
since there is a chance that certain market players might place the request in a way to win, but 
later the criteria are not met in real operation. Examples were given from RFC PaPs, where 
the criteria is the t-km*running days, with the risk that the winner later cancels some of the 
running days.   
 

3.4. Operation and after-allocation processes 

Some of the topics concerning the operation and post-allocation were already mentioned in 
the previous chapters where it fitted the story logic. The following additional topic was raised 
in the interviews. 
 
Parking by partner RUs: Parking of international freight trains often leads to problems in 
planning. If a train is changed to a different RU abroad, and due to any reason the train needs 
to be parked in the meantime, this RU is often not willing to take responsibility for the parking 
of the train. 
International trains are supervised by different RUs depending on the country they are in. At 
the borders, there is usually a shift between RUs, which involves changing the locomotives 
and personnel. To support this issue, a freight RU stated the following example:  

1. RU A is the transport leader and RU B oversees its national section. 
2. RU A transports a train with high-value goods (e.g. new cars). 
3. RU A handles the carriages at the border to the RU B operating in that country. 
4. For any reason (e.g. incompatibility with terminal slot) RU B is required to park the 

carriages. 
5. RU B transports back the coaches to the boundary to handle them back to RU A, in-

stead of taking the responsibility of parking in RU B country. 
 
This issue leads to inefficiency, as RUs' planning capabilities are hindered since they are 
aware that parking trains by partner RUs are troublesome and not guaranteed. This issue is 
not a matter of processes or contracts, but of what happens between RUs in international rail 
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freight transport. The entire transport chain is international, but train operating RUs thinking is 
still national-based. 

4. Recommendations 

4.1. Suggestions for detected issues 

The preliminary suggestions for international standards are listed in this chapter. Note that 
some of them would require more discussion within the dedicated working groups and/or fur-
ther research. 
 

Long-term planning 

Problem Suggestion 

Absence of structured moments of 
exchange about long-term planning for sid-
ings. 

The necessity of structured long-term planning 
RU-IM dialogue on sidings availability.  
 
The necessity of structured mid-term planning 
dialogue every year, preferably before the FTE 
A conference in January. 

In long-term discussions, RU’s negotiating 
power might be limited (hard to influence 
the planning). 

An entity above all actors overseeing SF plan-
ning to ensure fairness and transparency, for 
instance a Regulatory Body, ensuring that RU 
voice is not neglected. 

TCRs in sidings are not planned ahead and 
simultaneously with TCRs on lines. 

Harmonised TCR process for sidings and 
TCRs on the lines. 

 
There are no long-term discussions regarding sidings, and when they do occur, they are not 
transparent or formalized. The long-term planning of sidings often results only in informing of 
their removal. Suggestions from a comprehensive point of view: 

• The IM must foster a formalised long-term planning which informs all stakeholders 
about the removal of sidings while taking input for the necessity of additional sidings 
whilst guaranteeing the practical possibility for RUs to utilise sidings if necessary. 

• The IM must consider in the long-term planning also the needs specifically for auxiliary 
services since they have a long building process and are crucial for certain types of 
rolling stock. 

• The IM must ensure that all RUs, including those with limited commercial power, are 
allowed to offer input for long-term planning purposes. 

 
After analysing the contributions of the interviewed actors, effective long-term planning must 
incorporate formalised feedback and take special account of SF needs, to better align with the 
RUs’ commercial requirements. 
 

Capacity Request and Production Planning 

Problem Suggestion 

IM does not allow the feasibility of sid-
ings to be checked before the request, 
only informally. 

Possibility to have a formal and transparent ex-
change and assessment before the siding re-
quest (e.g. feasibility study). 
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Lack of a reliable and extensive sidings 
overview for RUs. 

An IT tool with up-to-date and reliable technical 
information, including real-time and scheduled 
occupancy. 

 
 
IT tool  
RUs stressed the need for an IT tool offered by the IM that enables them to have an overview 
of the sidings available. The IT tool must include scheduled occupation of siding (e.g. occupa-
tion for the next two months), as well as a real-time occupation so RUs can check autono-
mously if a siding is available at the desired moment. A good example was reported APN Tool 
by DB Netz (see Annex 6.4). Moreover, very precise information about the sidings is neces-
sary. In some countries, this is already available, but often this information is incomplete or 
unreliable and information is national-based. The essential information for RUs about sidings 
is: 

• Information about auxiliary services 

• Signalling information or only accessible with shunting 

• Accessibility by lorries, useful length of loading edge, 

• If the track belongs to a station or not (due to the charging system) 

• Catenary system (and e.g. length of the overhead line) 

• Useful length of siding. This value is crucial as for RUs the maximum length of a siding 
is a decisive factor in the success of freight transport. 

 
In addition, this tool must include information regarding eventual sidings not owned by the IM, 
but by, for instance, RUs or local entities. Moreover, stakeholders stressed that the information 
presented needs to be updated regularly, to prevent RUs from resource waste due to outdated 
information as explained in section 3.2.2. If not updated regularly, the tool will be perceived as 
unreliable (as in the case of Rail Facility Portal), which will result in a return to the current state 
of practices (telephone calls, emails) which will slow down the process. 
 
 

Capacity allocation  

Problem Suggestion 

Different timelines and interconnections be-
tween the path and sidings allocation. 

Coordinate the path and the sidings slot for 
large and middle size service facilities opera-
tors.  

In ATT, the siding allocation process in the 
case of several RUs is not sufficiently clear. 
In some countries is considered as a black-
box process. 

More transparent allocation rules in case of 
conflicting requests for siding by several RUs. 

Auction system as the allocation principle in 
case of no agreement. 

Abandonment of auctions, or at least accom-
pany the auction system with an incentive 
mechanism for the IM to expand the sidings 
capacity to the market-demanded capacities. 

 
The allocation of storage sidings differs per country. In Italy, storage sidings are requested 
alongside the rail path, and they influence the allocation of the latter. In Slovenia, Germany, 
the Czech Republic rail paths are allocated before checking the alignment with storage sidings. 
Suggestions from a comprehensive point of view: 

• Passenger RUs interviewed want more decisional power in storage siding allocation. 
Not only providing the desired location and needs for auxiliary service but also having 
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formalised moments of alignment with the IM in case of issues, as it happens currently 
with the rail path allocation. 

• The allocation of storage sidings must consider the role and importance of the rail path. 
The lack of capacity in sidings should in the future process not lead to automatic rail 
path rejection. 

• Several RUs investigate the availability of storage sidings unofficially before the official 
request, both with the IM or the head of the station on a local base. To guarantee 
transparency and fairness, the IM should formalise and/or standardise this process. To 
guarantee that all the RUs have access to the same information. 

 

Operational and After-allocation 

Problem Suggestion 

While the definition of spur siding is 
clear, it is problematic to define it in sta-
tions (to charge RUs). 

A clear distinction between sidings and other stops 
(turnarounds) in stations, to charge RUs correctly. 

Lack of a reliable and extensive sidings 
overview for RUs. 

An IT tool (more information later) with technical in-
formation, real-time and scheduled occupancy. 

RUs are responsible for changes of rail 
paths or sidings booking to align with 
changes that are caused by IMs and 
SFs (TCRs). In some cases, they are 
even charged. 

No commercial conditions for RUs in case they did 
not trigger the change. Responsibility to coordinate 
and provide alternatives in case of TCRs shall be 
in the hands of IMs (and in some cases also re-
spective SFs). 

 
 

Miscellaneous 

Problem Suggestion 

RUs have contracts or business plans not 
limited to a single timetable period, their 
costs/production concepts are depending 
on the sidings availability. 

Inclusion of sidings into the multi-annual ca-
pacity instruments such as Framework Agree-
ments and Rolling Planning. 

Not all sidings operators can meet the 
same criteria, some do not have the re-
sources to handle the bureaucracy.  

Categorisation of sidings operators based on 
the size and whether they are IM-owned or pri-
vate. 

 

4.2. Suggestions for further research 

Here is a list of problems that can be tackled in the future: 

• Release of occupied sidings - some tracks can be used for loading/unloading, but also 
for parking. A RU might request a siding for loading, but it is occupied for parking by 
another RU. Often the IM does not have a process for this issue. In case of the absence 
of a protocol, RUs are pushed to act upon the problem themselves, it is questionable if 
there should not be an effective standardised process. In Slovakia, an example was 
reported, where the RU had to solve the problem unconventionally: (1) RU A is parking 
in tracks that can also be used for loading, (2) RU B wants to use this already used 
track, (3) RU B finds out the identity of RU A and contacts the concerned RU, and (4) 
RU A and B reach a bilateral agreement. 
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• The passenger and some freight rail concepts are composed of the commercial rail 
path, the technical path to reaching siding, and storage siding parking. Next research 
can focus also on the role of the technical path. 

• The mutual influence between sidings and TCR should be deepened since the process 
of TCR in sidings might differ from the one for rail paths. It shall be also investigated 
whether sidings should not be part of the TCR timetable solution, so far only the Ger-
man case with pros and cons was explored. 

• Shunting companies also book capacity from the sidings to a terminal or station. This 
should be considered as well, as it is a third player entering the alignment process. 

• To profit from sidings, for instance in Slovakia, the IM charges RUs for long stays (>72 
hours). This charging to specific RUs is, however, problematic, as the transfer of re-
sponsibility of rolling stock makes it questionable which actor should be charged for the 
long stay. For example, an RU transports coaches on a siding near a maintenance 
centre. If this centre prioritizes other rolling stock leaving the carriages parked for a 
longer period. Who is responsible for the long stay: the RU or the maintenance centre? 

• Best practices on how RUs can express long-term wishes for sidings capacity can be 
investigated, for instance in Germany, there is an IT tool iTrace. 

 

5. Annexes 

5.1. Table of abbreviations 

AB Allocation Body  

ATT Annual Timetable  

IM Infrastructure Manager 

NS  Network Statement 

PaP Pre-arranged path on RFC 

RFC  Rail Freight Corridor 

RFP Rail Facility Portal 

RNE Rail Net Europe 

RU  Railway Undertaking  

SF  Service Facility 

SFO Service Facility Operator 

TT  TT TimeTable  

5.2. Interviews 

The railway stakeholders were interviewed to gather the necessary input and experience. The 
table below shows the number of detailed interviews conducted per stakeholder type. 
 

Topic RU Freight RU Passenger Terminal Logistic 
operator 

IM RFC 

Storage  
Sidings 

9 3 4 1 4 2 

 
In the second step, the findings were discussed with the FTE Working Groups Freight and 
Passenger 29 representatives of FTE members), who provided further input. 
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5.3. References 

• Independent Regulators’ Group – Rail (2023). Guidelines Service Facilities Description.  
• Network Statements and website of IMs 

• The Netherlands Authority for Consumers and Markets (2018). Guide regarding rail-
related services and service facilities 

• Facility Pricing System 2023 of DB Netz AG (available in English) - link 

• Order tool for SFs, Anlagenportal-Netz (APN), German and in English - link 

 
 

5.4. Use case: Germany 

 
Figure 1 TCR email announcement from BAPSI tool 

https://fahrweg.dbnetze.com/fahrweg-de/kunden/leistungen/anlagen/anlagenpreise/aps_broschuere-9764986
https://apn.noncd.db.de/APN2020.Startseite
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Figure 2 Ordering process for SF, source: Facility Pricing System 2023 

 

Figure 3 Timeline ordering SF in Annual TT (DB Netz) 
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Figure 4 Ordering SFs in Annual TT via APN tool 

 
Figure 5 Search SFs in APN tool 
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Figure 6 Result searching of SFs in APN tool 

 
Figure 7 Searching SFs filtered by only free SFs 

 


